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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an infrastructure less that has no central administration and 

limited capabilitiesin term of energy, power consumption, and data storage capacity. Furthermore, WSNs are 

key technologies for IoT. The routing protocol is one of the most concerned areas in WSNs which is responsible 

for maintaining the routes in such that network. In this paper, we aim to enhance the security of WSN routing 

protocol. Our contribution is modified Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol by 

building a security layer that utilizes Paillier homomorphic cryptographic mechanism; to protect forwarding 

packet data and routing during the communication and deliver data integrity and confidentialityThe simulation 

is carried on NS-2 and the results of the proposed scheme are compared to the fundamental AODV routing 

protocol, these results are examined on various network performance metrices such as packet delivery ratio, 

throughput and end-to-end delay. 
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1. Introduction: 
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed 

autonomous devices using sensor to monitor physical or environmental condition such as temperature, sound, 

vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants in different location.A simple change in node status leads to the 

unpredictable change in topology. Initially, WSN was evolved basically for military application which was a 

very challenging job. Even today, when civilian applications have been recognized, it is the major source of 

information for military in remote areas [13]. Because of the unique requirements of the routing, WSNs need 

specific routing algorithm and naturally, there is always a demand of routing algorithms which are energy 

efficient, optimized, data centric and secure. Due to the wireless and distributed nature of WSNs, these are less 

protective and hence more prone to security attacks and also in WSN the quick deployment of the nodes to 

establish a route is the important issue. Black hole attack is one of the serve security threats in ad-hoc networks 

which can be easily employed by exploiting vulnerability of on- demand routing protocols such as AODV.  

The Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol is most commonly used routing 

protocol in WSN [11]. It is a reactive routing protocol uses on-demand approach to find routes, so, nodes will 

send the control data only when is necessary. The black-hole attack is considered one of the most widespread 

active attacks that degrade the performance and reliability of the network as a result of dropping all incoming 

packets by the malicious node. In black hole attack a malicious node sends the RREP (Route Reply) message to 

the source node as a shortest path to the destination node then the sender node sends a data packet to the 

malicious node in the network. Finally, the malicious node drops the entire data packet instead of forward it to 

the destination node. 

The conceptual diagram of black hole attack is shown in figure 1. The packets sent by node 1 which is 

source node destined for node 2 are consumed by node B which is black hole node. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Black hole node present in WSN consuming all packets destined for other node 
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Black hole node aims to fool every node in the network that wants to communicate with another node 

by pretending that it always has the best path to the destination node.  AODV protocol that has no techniques to 

detect and neutralize the black-hole node in the network [3]. 

Therefore, this work proposes a technique to enhance the security of AODV routing protocol by 

detecting and preventing the threat of black hole attacks. 

 

2. Relevance: 
In the basic mechanism of AODV, when a source node has a data packet addressed to a destination 

node, the source node checks its routing table first which contains the next hop to use to reach the destination 

node. However, if a valid route is found, the source node sends the data packet to the next hop to forward it to 

the target node. If no route is found, the source node starts route discovery process to find new route to the 

destination. The route discovery phase is initiated by broadcasting a route request packet (RREQ). When an 

intermediate node receives a RREQ, it either forwards it or generates a route reply (RREP) packet and it does 

not forward the RREQ any further if it has a valid route to the destination. Within this route discovery process, 

only the destination node itself or an intermediate node that has a valid route to the destination are allowed to 

send a RREP to the RREQ’s source node, hence, RREQ messages may not necessarily reach the destination 

node. This enables faster replies and limits the flooding of RREQ’s. This process continues until a RREP 

message from the destination node that has a fresh route to the destination node is received by the source node. 

In this rerouting the network traffic through a specific node controlled by the attacker is the main goal 

of black hole attack [4]. During the Route Discovery process, the source node sends RREQ packets to the 

intermediate nodes to find fresh route to the intended destination. Malicious nodes respond immediately to the 

source node without even checking its routing table by claiming that it has the freshest and the shortest route to 

the destination on the route reply packet sent back to the source node. The source node assumes that the route 

discovery process is complete, ignores other RREP messages from other nodes and accepts the path through the 

malicious node to route data packets. The data packets will be dropped now by the malicious node instead of 

forwarding them to the destination as the protocol requires. 

Imposing security in WSN is a very challenging and hot topic of research science last two decades 

because of its wide applicability in applications like defense. Number of efforts has been made in this direction. 

Through the literature survey, it is motivated to enhance security of AODV routing protocol in WSN by 

improving the life of network and throughput. 

 

3. Literature Review: 
3.1. TLTD: A Testing Framework for Learning-Based IoT Traffic Detection Systems 

In this paper[1], Authors have addressed need for an automated testing framework to help security 

analysts to detect errors in learning-based IoT traffic detection systems. Authors have given the method of a 

testing framework for learning-based IoT traffic detection systems, TLTD. By introducing genetic algorithms 

and some technical improvements, TLTD can generate adversarial samples for IoT traffic detection systems and 

can perform a black-box test on the systems. 

3.2. The consumer security index for IoT: A protocol for developing an index to improve consumer 

decision making and to incentivize greater security provision in IoT devices 
In this article [2], authors have co-developed a consumer security index (CSI), with consumers and 

security experts, to aid consumer decision making and incentivize greater security provision in the manufacture 

of IoT devices. In this paper, authors focus on the methodology for the development of the index. Through a 

focus group with IoT security experts, Study 1 will identify security features that consumer IoT devices should 

provide. Study 2 will employ an online survey to identify consumer preferences concerning the disclosure of 

security and privacy features that devices provide, and focus groups will help to co-design the CSI by discussing 

the information value, appeal and likely engagement of a security index label. To better understand the current 

situation, Study 3 will develop a matrix of different classes of IoT devices manually coded according to the CSI 

for a sample of devices.  

3.3. Integrated Approach to Find Trusted Path under Blackhole problem in Ad-hoc networks using 

Digital Signature and Back Trace-AODV 
In this paper [3], authors proposed integrates AODV with a detection technique using digital signature 

and backtracking algorithm to find a trusted path that minimizes the impact of blackhole attack (BT-AODV). 

BT-AODV approach effective when network size is small. NS-2 simulation experiments show that proposed 

technique performs effective prevention of black hole attack. 

3.4. Detection of single and collaborative black hole attack in MANET 

In this paper [4], a strategy to reduce the impact of the single and collaborative black hole attacks. In 

their scheme, a fake RREQ is broadcasted with non-existing destination address. Any node replies to that RREQ 
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is putted in black hole list. In this solution a cooperative black hole is those nodes that have a next hop node 

listed as black hole. The author proposed a second approach to prevent the black hole impact using digital 

signature and a trust value. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme creates extra delay. 

3.5. Adaptive Method for Detection and Prevention of cooperative black hole attack in MANETs 

In this paper [5], authors proposed an AODV-based secured routing to detect and prevent single and 

cooperative black hole attacks in [5]. The idea of the authors is keeping the basic mechanism of AODV 

unchanged and just attach a validity value to the RREP. The simulation results show a good performance against 

the Black Hole attack with negligible overheads compared to the fundamental AODV. However, in the presence 

of an intelligent adaptive Black Hole in the network, this strategy falls flat, hence, an intelligent malicious node 

could easily set the validity value in the same way in which it claims that it has the freshest and the shortest 

route to a target node. 

3.6. Comparative Analysis of Various Routing Protocols in VANET 

In this paper [6], authors have proposed a mechanism for the detection of selfish and intelligent 

malicious nodes using threshold adaptive control. However, direct and indirect trust are computed based on the 

number of malicious and legal actions. Direct trust is calculated between a specific node and its neighbor. In the 

other hand, indirect trust is calculated based on the recommendation from one hop neighbors about other 

vehicles. 

3.7. A reputation system for detection of black hole attack in vehicular networking 

In this paper [7], author proposed an adaptive system of fuzzy interference to detect and prevent the 

Black Hole attack. In this paper, four inputs used for the Fuzzy Interference System (FIS): data, trust, data rate, 

data loss, and energy (characterize the quality of next hop neighborhood). This information is sent periodically 

by each node to update neighbor information. The system of fuzzy interference is used in the step of selecting of 

the next hop neighbor. This strategy is compared to an adaptive method. The new proposed strategy shows a 

better performance in the simulation results. 

 

4. Proposed Work 
This work proposes the development of an algorithm which can detect and avoid black hole in wireless 

sensor network while routing the packets from source sensor node to destination node. The RREQ and RREP 

packets during route establishment process of AODV protocol are to be modified for security against black hole 

attack and preventing the consumption of packets. 

 

4.1. Objectives: 

            The objectives of proposed work are as follows: 

 To develop the method for bypassing black hole attacking node in the wireless sensor network. 

 To modify field contents in RREQ packet of AODV at source node. 

 To verify field contents using Paillier security algorithm and then forward RREQ at destination 

node. 

 To evaluate the performance against attack strategy of black hole nodes. 

 Generate original destination address from received hash values and send route reply (RREP) at 

source node. 

 To compare the performance with and without attack prevention strategy 

 

4.2. Methodology: 

Selecting an appropriate, proven methodology is important step in any research endeavor. To evaluate 

the performance of proposed work we will design a simulation model. The design steps in simulation model are 

as below: 

 

The working of proposed work is explained below: 

Step 1: Before sending the RREQ, the source node stores the intended destination address and replace it by its 

hash value in the RREQ packet and broadcast it. 

Step 2: If an intermediate node receives the RREQ, it sends back a RREP after setting the real address of the 

destination node only if it is the destination by comparing the hash value with the destination node address set 

on the RREQ packet. Otherwise, the intermediate node forwards the RREQ packet. 

Step 3: If RREP’s source address is not expected, it will be rejected. Since, only malicious nodes reply for non-

existing target address. 

Step 4: If the RREP is valid then compare its sequence number to calculate threshold: If RREP’s sequence 

number <= threshold then the source node accepts the RREP and update itsrouting table, otherwise, the RREP 

will be rejected.  The threshold is calculated as following:  
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Threshold = AVERAGE (all received RREP’s sequence number) + MIN (all received RREP’s sequence 

number) 

 

                                The overview of proposed system is shown in flow diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Flow graph of proposed work 
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In the proposed strategy, Cyclic Redundancy Check 32 bits (CRC-32) is used as hash function [10]. 

The change to be made on the AODV message formats will be the RREQ message format. In fact, the 

destination address field will be replaced by its hash value which have the same length [4] that keeps the RREQ 

message format the same and it will not result any extra overhead and will not change the packet size. 

 

4.3. Algorithm: 

This work proposes enhancement in security AODV routing protocol in WSN routing by using paillier 

algorithm. Paillier is a homomorphic cryptography. Paillier algorithm involved key generation, encryption and 

decryption [13]. 

The following metrices are used for preference evaluation: 

 

4.4. Evaluation metrics: 
The performance of proposed work will be evaluated by simulation model  

 Simulation model: 

1. Simulation tool                    :- NS2 

2. Simulation area (km x km)  :- 2.5 x 2.5 

3. Routing Protocol                  :- AODV             

4. Size of the Network             :-  40-50 nodes  

5. Malicious Node                    :- 1 

 

4.5. Performance Parameters: 

The proposed work consists of black hole prevention attack and hence it is desirable to measure the 

packet delivery ratio at the actual destination node in WSN.  Along with this, throughput and end to end delay 

parameters are to be measured to verify the impact of black hole prevention and performance of WSN. 

 Packet delivery ratio: - It is number of successful packets received/ Number of packets sent 

 Throughput: - It is number of packets received per second or number of kilobytes received per 

second 

 End to end delay: - It is delay of each packet to reach at the destination from sent time. 

 

5. Conclusion: 
In this paper intelligent black hole attack is discussed and prevented via our proposed strategy. The 

simulation result proves the efficiency of the proposed solution since it has the ability to ensure high packet 

delivery ratio and throughput with nearly the same routing overhead and end to end delay compare to the 

fundamental AODV. 
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